Editorial

Issue 2 of *Journal of Language and Education* presents a wide range of articles from around the world covering various topics in linguistics and practices of teaching English.

Natalia Denisova and Dinara Yusipova study temporal constructions in British and American poems for adults and children. The poems are selected from English poetry of the 19-20-th centuries. The results of this analysis showed that there are differences in the perception of Time by adults and children. The issue can be of interest to ESL teachers and researchers in the use of tenses in poetry.

The article by Alexander Kalashnikov is devoted to the study of the peculiarities of translation of names from William Shakespeare’s works into Russian from the point of view of their semantics. The research was based on the analysis of the translation of Shakespeare’s plays of several editions: from 1894 to 1959. The analysis of translations reveals a variety of ways to render names within the text and the application of commentaries in annotated additions. The author also gives strategies and patterns employed by Russian translators and writers.

The paper by Flora Kolmósí and Siarl Ferdinand presents an analysis of the views of secondary-school Kyrgyzstani students on learning and use of English in various areas. The data were obtained from four different secondary schools in Kyrgyzstan. The results of the study show that, despite English being a good asset in their future life and career, very few students believe it can be used for non-educational purposes.

Galina Levitskaya and Elizaveta Levitskaya examine typical students’ problems in the CAE Speaking Test and offer possible solutions for them. In this study, questionnaires were administered to undergraduate students of the National Research University Higher School of Economics (NRU HSE). The results show that there are numerous factors apart from personal ambitions and high motivation that can influence students’ success. Among them the authors name comprehension of the exam format, assessment criteria, insufficient vocabulary and poor grammar, and anxiety.

In their research, Alexander Shuneyko and Olga Chibisova consider the typological classification of signs. The authors claim that the current classifications of signs do not reflect in their entirety all the signs which actually exist and function. The article describes the type of signs (the bifocal sign) which has not been previously analysed as an independent one and has not been studied. They believe that an interpretation of a text with a bifocal sign cannot be adequate without taking into account the specificity of this sign.

In her article, Elena Velikaya focuses on continuous teacher development in the forms of self- and peer observation, peer coaching, and keeping a teaching journal in a university teaching environment. The findings show that there is no clear understanding of the above listed issues among English language teachers at the NRU HSE; this is why their implementation in a given context can be difficult. In the author’s opinion, professional teacher development adds to the quality of teaching and gives room for improving one’s teaching methods and techniques.

Elena Zanina analyses hedging in academic discourse. The author presents a detailed description of types of hedging and examples from English and Russian corpora, provides results of the research in the form of tables and diagrams. It is a profound and well-grounded comparative analysis which contributes to teaching of ESP/EAP issues and can elicit further research into frequencies of strategic hedging types in each of the languages for the given or other domains.
Denis Zolotukhin investigates the phenomena of polysemy and homonymy in the sphere of terminology. The results of his experiment show that some deviations are caused by objective differences at significative and denotative levels of the meaning structure as well as by the subjective use of occasional contexts of terms in linguistic research. This conclusion allows the author to construct a new classification of meaning relations of linguistic terms and an abstract model that can be applied for the analysis of any term of the modern linguistic terminology.

This brief synopsis of the papers constituting this issue (Issue 2) of *Journal of Language and Education* demonstrates a diversity of approaches and topics in the areas of linguistics and practices of teaching English. We hope our readers enjoy the selection of articles chosen for this issue.
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Strategic Hedging: A Comparative Study of Methods, Results and Discussion (and Conclusion) Sections of Research Articles in English and Russian

Elena Zanina
National Research University Higher School of Economics

A great deal of research has established the importance of hedging and its cross-linguistic differences for intercultural academic communication and, consequently, for L2 EAP/ESP teaching and learning. However, strategic hedging seen as discourse-based hedging strategies related to the rhetorical structure of research papers seems to be underexplored. The article reports on a mainly descriptive study of its cross-linguistic variation in the Methods, Results and Discussion (and Conclusion) sections of English-medium and Russian-medium research articles in the field of management and marketing. Based on D. Koutsantoni’s taxonomy, this paper analyzes 20 published articles to compare the types, frequencies and reveal some tendencies of using strategic hedges in both languages. The research detects the same two major categories of strategic hedges (agreement with other research and limitations) for both languages, with the same further subcategorization for each of them. The findings reveal differences between the languages in the overall frequencies of strategic hedges and the frequencies of their subtypes, as well as in tendencies of their usage including Russian writers’ preference for referring to general opinion, implicit ways of expressing limitations and giving one explanation for obscure results, as compared to English writers. The research outcomes indicate that cross-linguistic variation of strategic hedging in English-medium and Russian-medium research articles is an important feature to be taken into account in EAP/ESP teaching and learning.

Keywords: hedging, strategic hedging, academic research article, methods, results and discussion/conclusion sections, cross-linguistic

Introduction

Since the introduction of the term ‘hedging’ by Lakoff (1972), the hedging phenomenon has been the subject of a considerable body of studies within various linguistic research frameworks (logical and semantic, discourse-oriented, cognitive, pragmatic, and other). Within the pragmatic approach which emerged in the 1980s and has developed into the leading framework for linguistic study of hedging, this phenomenon is viewed as a strategy that ‘attenuates either the full semantic value of a particular expression...or the full force of a speech act’ (Fraser, 2010, p.15). Appropriate use and adequate perception of hedging is considered indispensable to achieving pragmatic competence defined as ‘the ability to communicate your intended message with all its nuances in any socio-cultural context and to interpret the message of your interlocutor as it was intended’ (ibid., p.15).

Recent decades have seen an upsurge of interest to hedging in academic discourse, which reveals the critical role of hedging in this type of discourse (Hyland, 2004a, p.6) where the necessity to present new knowledge with both precision and caution is essential. Consequently, a substantial amount of research into hedg-
Hedging in academic discourse

The plethora of research into hedging in academic discourse, its functions and frequency in various genres and rhetorical parts of academic research papers (Gilaerts & Van de Velde, 2010; Koutsantoni, 2006, among others), across various disciplines (Fløttum et al., 2006; Vartalla, 2001; Vold, 2006), and different cultures/languages (Fløttum, Dahl, & Kinn, 2006; Peterlin, 2005; Salager-Meyer, Ariza, & Zambrano, 2003; Vassileva, 2001; Vold, 2006) has led to elaborating the concept of hedging, determining its functions, and various types of markers in academic context. Researchers assign several reasons for the frequent use of hedging in academic discourse: first, ‘academics are crucially concerned with varieties of cognition, and cognition is inevitably hedged, with writers offering an assessment of the referential information they provide’ (Hyland, 2004a, p.6) to introduce new knowledge with the highest precision possible. Second, academic writers use hedges to ‘present unproven claims with caution’ (ibid.) to minimize potential damage to their image in case they claims are wrong.

The concept of hedging

Anticipated by Zadeh (1965 as cited in Fraser, 2010, p.16) in his fuzzy set theory and by Weinreich in the concept of ‘metalinguistic operators’ (Weinreich, 1966 as cited in Fraser, 2010, p.16), the concept of hedging was first introduced by Lakoff (1972). He approached hedging from the logical–semantic perspective defining hedges as ‘words whose job is to make things fuzzier or less fuzzy’ (Lakoff, 1972, p.195). In discourse-oriented research, hedges are often viewed as discourse markers either affecting the truth-conditions of propositions, or demonstrating the degree of speaker’s commitment to the truth-value of the proposition. In pragmatics, hedging is considered to be an interactional / communicative strategy of softening the speech act with the aim of avoiding potential communicative conflicts and is linked up to the notions of politeness (Brown and Levinson, 1987; Fraser, 2010) and vagueness (Fraser, 2010, among others). From an array of interpretations of hedging in various research frameworks relating it to fuzziness of notions, different pragmatic features and social functions of the discourse, the most widely recognized is probably the one which describes hedging as a way of expressing tentativeness and possibility to display ‘either (a) a complete commitment to the truth value of an accompanying proposition, or (b) a desire not to express that commitment categorically’ (Hyland, 2004a, p.1).
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not accepted by the academic community. They do so in situations in which they feel their research is vulnerable due to drawbacks in methodology (too small samples, dubious justification of the research methods, questionable proofs and measurement techniques), ambiguity in interpreting the results, incompleteness of the research scope. Moreover, academic communication implies collaborating and negotiation between the writer and the reader in solving a problem, and since categorical assertions may contradict the readers’ views and leave no way for a dialogue, the authors strive to reduce this potential threat by using hedged statements. Finally, hedging is a ‘part of the academic discourse conventions; therefore, it is ‘a substantial means by which scientists confirm their membership of the scientific community’ (Hyland, 2004a, p. 6), thus creating credibility of their research.

Research article structure and strategic hedges

Academic research articles (RAs) are viewed as the core genre of written academic discourse due to their leading role in scientific knowledge dissemination and building researchers’ reputation. In John Swales’ most influential conception, genre is defined as ‘a class of communicative events, the members of which share some set of communicative purposes’ (Swales, 1990, p.58) and is characterized by distinct rhetorical structure. In much of the ESP/EAP research the rhetorical structure of RAs is seen as comprising moves – ‘bounded communicative acts’ designed ‘to achieve one main communicative objective’ (Swales & Feak, 2000, p. 55) – which can be further subdivided into steps.

Though for a long time hedging was supposed to be expressed mainly by lexical and syntactic means, there are some studies which mention, in addition to these, strategic hedges related to the rhetorical structure of an academic paper, i.e. to rhetorical moves and steps (Hyland, 2004a; Koutsantoni, 2006; Laane, 2010).

Hyland (2004a, p.103) mentions among strategic hedges reference to limiting experimental conditions, reference to shortcomings in the model, theory or methodology and admission to a lack of knowledge. Koutsantoni (2006) provides a more precise categorization by distinguishing between five types of strategic hedging. In ‘limitations of method’ authors refer to imperfections in the research sample, framework or method to reduce the certainty of their research results, seeking to protect themselves from potential criticism by the discourse community. ‘Limitations of scope’ emphasize what authors prefer to discuss and what is beyond the scope of the study. ‘Limitations of the study’ pertain to the validity of the research, admitting the necessity of conducting additional research to confirm the results. Statements of ‘agreement with other research’ are also regarded as cautious ways for confirmation of one’s claims, and are therefore included into strategic hedges. In ‘limitations of knowledge’ authors concede that they are unable to offer explanations for phenomena, provide comprehensive definitions and perfect models (Koutsantoni, 2006). As stated by Hyland (2004a, p.142), in doing so authors ‘fix their work in an evidential context of uncertainty’, often emphasizing that some of their conclusions are correct under some circumstances, or providing several explanations for a conclusion.

While the fundamental characteristics of the generic rhetorical structure are generally believed to be basically the same across languages and determined, to a large extent, by the international conventions of academic communication, some rhetorical strategies are found to be culture-specific (Peterlin, 2005, p.308). However, due to the scarcity of cross-linguistic research on strategic hedges, cross-linguistic variation of hedging related to the rhetorical structure still has to be proved, and this study attempts to provide some evidence to support this assumption.

Data collection and analysis

Research taxonomy

This study aims at exploring frequency of occurrence and the main tendencies in using strategic markers of hedging in the Methods, Results, Discussion (and Conclusion) sections of research articles (RAs) from a cross-linguistic perspective. To this end, Koutsantoni’s (2006) categorization of strategic hedges was adopted as a foundation for the research taxonomy. However, in this paper Koutsantoni’s classification is modified by extending the ‘agreement with other research’ subgroup by including, alongside with strategic hedges used to confirm the results by attributing claims to other researchers, strategic hedges aimed at justifying the choice of research methodology, substantiating the research implications, and explanations of the results or admitting to a lack of knowledge. The reason for including the above-mentioned types of agreement with other research into strategic hedges lies in the fact that, like other types of strategic hedges, they shift the responsibility for credibility of statements to other authors, which implies the author’s hesitation about their validity and the resulting need for their reinforcement.

In contrast to Hyland’s classification and following Koutsantoni (2006), in this paper the limitations of data or experimental conditions are included in the limitations of method. The reason for this is the fact that researchers often mention a combination of these limitations, making their isolation for measurement purposes difficult or impossible (for example, unavailability of data is frequently used to explain insufficient sample size, or deficiencies of the database are mentioned to account for the use of specific research variables).
Corpus and procedure

Two corpora were used in this research: a corpus of Methods, Results and Discussion (and Conclusion) sections of 10 English-language research articles, and a corpus comprising the respective sections of 10 Russian-language articles in the field of management and marketing published dating from 2000 to 2014. The articles for the English corpus were randomly selected from several international journals with the impact factor for 2014/2015 not lower than 5: *Journal of Management*, Strategic Management Journal, *Journal of International Management*, *Journal of Operations Management*, *Journal of Marketing*, Research Policy. It is believed that, as all the articles have been accepted by English-speaking editorial boards, they substantially conform to the discourse or rhetorical conventions of the international English-speaking academic community. The Russian-language corpus comprised the respective sections of RAs published in three top-ranking Russian journals in this domain of science: *Vestnik Sankt-Peterburgskogo Universiteta. Series 8. Management*, Rossijskij Zhurnal Menedzhmenta, *Economicheski Zhurnal Vysshey Shkoly Economiki*. The limited number of Russian-language journals is explained by the fact that only these journals were found to contain articles that are comparable in length to the English-language ones, and follow the IMRD or IMRDC rhetorical structure accepted in many international journals on management and marketing. Introduction sections were excluded from the analysis for the following reason: due to the limited number of quality Russian journals in this domain and a disparity between international and Russian rhetorical / structural standards for RAs, selecting a sufficient number of articles which strictly followed the format mentioned seemed problematic. Many articles in Russian followed this structure in the concluding sections but failed to do so in the introductory sections (for example, contained a ‘Literature review section’), thus impeding comparison between the two corpora.

This research employed a combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches in data collection and processing. The corpora were searched for strategic hedges manually as there is no software capable of identifying pragmatic or rhetorical functions of language units. All cases detected were then analyzed by two independent researchers. The quantitative approach in the form of simple frequency counts and percentages was used to get comparable data and to find frequencies. Following Koutsantonis (2006), the qualitative approach employed analysis of the detected items in their context by the two researchers trying to identify their pragmatic usage through text analysis. The number of hedges found in the English and Russian corpora were recorded, the hedges were classified according to the predetermined categories, and their proportions per category were counted manually and tabulated for both languages. Then, the detected strategic hedges were analyzed in terms of cross-linguistic differences in their frequency and usage.

Results and discussion

The research aimed at detecting cross-linguistic variation in strategic hedging in English and Russian RAs on management and marketing indicated the same types of hedges for both corpora. Both the English (1) and Russian writers (2) admitted to limitations of method by mentioning unavailability of data, too small samples, restrictive conditions of research, imperfections in the research method or model:

1. Like all research, ours has limitations that open up opportunities for future work. ... Finally, since our study uses experimental simulation with field-work, future research could re-examine our predictions in an (albeit less controlled) industry setting (Chen, Katila, McDonald, & Eisenhardt, 2010, p. 1544).

2. Проведение лонгитюдных исследований по рассматриваемой тематике в рамках отдельных отраслей осложняется нехваткой необходимой для них информации. Conducting longitudinal research on the discussed problems for separate industries is complicated by a lack of the information required (Nikulin & Shatalov, 2012, p. 43).

In many cases, both the English and Russian authors attempted to provide a ground for choosing the imperfect data, methods or model through counterbalancing their drawbacks with advantages or giving reasons for their choice with the view of achieving research goals. Both the English (3) and Russian (4) scientists often admitted to restrictions on the research scope, thus protecting themselves from a negative criticism of incompleteness of the study.

...the research took a ‘bottom up’ look at two real projects, but did not systematically research the broader company processes or functions ... (Hobday, 2000, p. 880).

3. In this jointly created value is distributed among the chain members (Tret’jak & Sloev, 2012, p. 880).

4. В данной работе мы не касаемся вопросов, касающихся совместной ценности между участниками цепочки. This paper does not touch upon the ways how this jointly created value is distributed among the chain members (Tret’jak & Sloev, 2012, p. 57).

In both corpora, cases of admittance to limitations of knowledge were found (5, 6):

5. Whether or not these formal organizational solutions to the problems of organizational learning and career development work effectively remains...
to be seen (Hobday, 2000, p. 888),

(6) По другим направлениям различия меньше, что делает неочевидным ответ на вопрос о наличии обучающего эффекта экспорта на рынки бывшего СССР. Differences in other aspects are less significant, which obscures the answer to the question if export to the markets of the former USSR has a learning effect (Golikova, Gonchar, & Kuznetsov, 2012, p.18).

Both corpora also revealed multiple examples of agreement with other research to confirm the research method (7, 8) and results (9,10), and a number of strategic hedges used to strengthen explanations and implications, as well as strategies aimed at indicating limitations of the study (11, 12).

(7) In line with previous studies (…Das et al., 1998; Koh & Venkatraman, 1991; Reuer, 2001), we used the following market model… (Park, Mezias, & Song, 2004, p.15).

(8) В статье разработана оригинальная модель стратегического предпринимательства…на основе шкал, представленных в работах Bierly, Daly (2007); Ireland, Webb (2007). In the present article an original model of strategic entrepreneurship is developed based on the scales proposed by Bierly and Daly (2007) and by Ireland and Webb (2007) (Shirokova & Sokolova, 2011, p.55).

(9) Consistent with the literature, our findings also indicate a direct, positive relationship between integration intensity and two financial measures (Rosenzweig, Roth, & Dean, 2003, p.450).

(10) Данные выводы согласуются с итогами предыдущих исследований по рассматриваемой тематике. These conclusions are in line with the outcomes of earlier research into the problem (Nikulin & Shatalov, 2012, p. 42-43).

(11) Our study uses cross-sectional data, which exclude tests for the effectiveness of detailed contract drafting and close partner selection over time (Wuyts & Sou, 2005, p.114).

(12) Апробация подхода в различных отраслях может привести к модификации соотношений стратегий привлечения – удержания клиентов в зависимости от особенностей отраслей. Verifying the approach in different industries may lead to modifying the relationship between customer acquisition and customer retention strategies depending on the branch of industry (Tret’jak & Sloev, 2012, p.48).

The quantitative results obtained for the English-language corpus are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Frequency of hedging strategies in the English corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Average per RA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agreement with other research</td>
<td>confirming the method</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>confirming the results</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>strengthening the research implications</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>strengthening explanations</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>130.0</td>
<td>53.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limitations</td>
<td>limitations of method</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>limitations of scope</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>limitations of knowledge</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>limitations of the study (testability)</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>114.0</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>244.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The quantitative outcomes for the English corpus are comparable to Koutsantoni’s (2006) research results with some exceptions. In this research, the most frequent strategies are found to be those pertaining to agreement with other research, while in Koutsantoni’s research they are ranked fourth according to the order of frequency. This may be explained by the terminological differences: while Koutsantoni includes in this subgroup only those strategic hedges which prove similarity of the research outcomes to the results of other research, in the current paper a wider understanding is adopted (see above). The frequencies of agreement with other research confirming the results are comparable in Koutsantoni’s and the current research (12.5 and 10.2%, respectively). The proportions of strategies acknowledging limited knowledge and limitations of the study are also similar (12.5 versus 10.2%, and 10 versus 9%, respectively). The differences between the results could be attributed to the cross-disciplinary variation of hedging reported by many researchers of academic discourse (Varttala, 2001; Vold, 2006) or the individual style of the authors. The most significant difference between Koutsantoni’s results and this research is detected in the use of limitations of scope (25 versus 10.3%). One explanation may also be the fact that the articles chosen for Koutsantoni’s and this research represent different domains of science (engineering and management, respectively). Another explanation could lie in the fact that Introduction sections where limitations of scope seem to be among the most frequently used strategic hedges were excluded from this research due to the reason mentioned in the Corpus and procedure section of this article.
The results for the Russian corpus are presented in Table 2. As no similar studies have been found, the data cannot be compared to any previous research results.

Table 2. Frequency of hedging strategies in the Russian corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Average per RA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agreeing with other research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confirming the method</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confirming the results</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strengthening the research implications</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strengthening explanations</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limitations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limitations of method</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limitations of scope</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limitations of knowledge</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limitations of the study (testability)</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>137.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As is evident from comparing the results presented in Table 1 and Table 2, the most frequently occurring strategies in both the English and Russian corpora are those which the authors used to confirm their statements by referring to other research. These strategies account for 53.3 and 54.7%, respectively, so their proportions in the total number of strategic hedges are similar for the English and Russian articles. The least frequently occurring strategies in both languages are those relating to strengthening the research implications and strengthening explanations (2.9 versus 0.7%, and 2.9 and 2.9, respectively). However, there are some differences in the percentages of strategic markers between the English and Russian corpora. The percentages of confirming the method and strengthening the research implications are higher in English than in Russian (37.3 versus 32.8, and 2.9 versus 0.7%, respectively), while confirming the results ratio is significantly lower in English than in Russian (10.2 and 18.3 %, respectively). Percentages for limitations of method do not differ much given the fact that they are relatively high both in English and Russian; however, the corpora differ more or less significantly in the percentages of the strategies related to the limitations of scope (10.5 and 6.6%, respectively), limitations of knowledge (10.2 and 14.6%,) and limitations of the study (9 and 6.6%, respectively). Surprisingly, the differences revealed in the percentages of different types of strategic hedges between the two corpora were not as considerable as it had been expected, which could probably be explained by the fact that the Russian journals selected for this research rank among the leading in the field and, therefore, try to follow the international standards.

However, Figure 1 and Figure 2 show that the most striking difference between the two corpora is the total number of strategic hedges in both categories (hedges related to agreement with other research and hedges indicating limitations).

Figure 1. Overall number of strategic hedges using agreement with other research in the English and Russian corpora

Figure 2. Overall number of strategic hedges expressing limitations in the English and Russian corpora
In the English corpus 244 strategic hedges were detected as compared to 137 in the Russian one (1.8 times more), among them 130 and 75, respectively, express agreement with other research, and 114 and 62, respectively, indicate limitations. This is not surprising given the well-known higher density of hedges in English as compared to Russian. Due to different standards of international and Russian journals in the field, the sizes of the English and Russian corpora were not equal (32,4640 versus 25,350 words), which seems to make calculation of the exact ratio unfeasible. However, given the accepted fact that the number of hedges used in a research paper depends on multiple factors (the scientific domain, genre, part of the paper, individual style and other factors), the size of the article being only one of them, a significantly lower frequency of strategic hedges in the Russian corpus is evident.

Besides quantitative differences, the analysis revealed some qualitative dissimilarities between the English and Russian corpora. Among the most frequent differences the following ones could be mentioned: first, in expressing agreement with other research to confirm their statements the Russian scientists tend to use more references to general opinion (14) than English authors, while the latter preferred to cite specific authors (15) and used general opinion to confirm their statements only occasionally:

(13) These limitations relate primarily to restrictions in the simulation (for example, inability to make acquisitions (Puranam, Singh, & Zollo, 2006)) (Chen et al., 2010, p. 1543).

(14) Эта тенденция ...— одно из широко известных свойств регрессионного анализа. This tendency ...is one of the widely known features of regression analysis (Murav’ev, Berezinec, & Il’ina, 2012, p.14).

Another frequent difference between the corpora is in limitations of knowledge: while the English authors often gave two explanations for ambiguous definitions, results or phenomena (15), the Russian writers commonly provided one explanation, though in many cases a hedged one (16):

(15) These findings may indicate that e-commerce value creation potential is greater than traditional industries due to information exchange benefits, high reach and richness of information, and network effects. Alternatively, it could indicate that investors’ speculation may be greater in this new and fast growing sector (Park et al., 2004, p. 20, 22).

(16) Этот факт можно рассматривать как свидетельство влияния условий локальных рынков труда на политику фирм в области вознаграждения работников. This fact can be seen as an evidence of the influence the local la-

One more discrepancy is that Russian authors often used implicit or generalized ways of admitting to limitations (18), while English writers commonly used explicit and detailed ways of acknowledging these deficiencies (17). These tendencies are particularly apparent in the concluding sections of the articles where limitations are linked up with recommendations for further research:

(17) Third, since our additional analyses offer only a glimpse of performance threshold effects, more detailed analyses could examine these effects further (Chen et al., 2010, p. 1544).

(18) ...Данная статья — всего лишь первый…этап к пониманию специфики взаимоотношений акционеров, менеджеров и работников в российских компаниях на современном этапе их развития. This article is only the first step on the way to understanding relations between shareholders, managers and employees of present-day Russian companies (Murav’ev et al., 2012, p. 29).

In these sections, many Russian writers completely omitted explicit limitations, substituting them for generalized acknowledgement of some imperfections in the study (or restating the focus of the study instead of mentioning limitations) and recommendations for further research (19):

(19) ...Основное внимание было уделено модели клиентского потока и возможности оценивать по его динамике и структуре результаты функционирования цепочки, создающей ценность. Дальнейшие направления исследований предполагают уточнение вклада каждого звена цепочки...и распределения прибылей между участниками взаимодействия. The research focus was on the customer flow model and the possibility to use its dynamics and structure in evaluating the results of value chain functioning. Further research could specify the contributions of each chain member, as well as describe profit distribution among the interaction participants (Tret’jak & Sloev, 2012, p. 48).

Unfortunately, since no similar comparative research has been found, the reported qualitative differences could not be compared to other researchers’ results.

A possible explanation for the reported qualitative and quantitative dissimilarity in using strategic hedges might be provided from the cross-cultural perspective.
Though little research has been done into the cultural specificity of Russian academic discourse, it is accepted that cross-linguistic differences are rooted in incomplete convergence of national language pictures of the world while the latter is based on differences in national ‘conceptual (cognitive) pictures of the world’ and national mentalities. As the discourse features of academic writing are found to be culture specific (Hyland, 1995), this enables a surmise that the reported differences in strategic hedging including qualitative discrepancy and considerably higher frequencies of strategic hedges in English-medium as compared to Russian-medium academic discourse could be accounted for by specific differences in the national pictures of the world. However, determining these differences merits rigorous cross-cultural and cross-disciplinary analysis and is beyond the scope of this research.

Conclusion

Despite the accepted importance of hedging for academic writing and, consequently, for L2 ESP/EAP teaching and learning, as well as a large amount of research into lexical and syntactic hedging devices, strategic markers of hedging (Hyland, 2004a) have received little attention, particularly from cross-linguistic perspective. By focusing on comparing the types of strategic hedges, their frequencies and general tendencies for their use in English-language and Russian-language RAs on management and marketing, this study has sought to describe some most vivid differences between the two languages in this domain. The research revealed that the same types of strategic hedges are used by scientists writing in English and Russian: strategic hedges expressing agreement with other research to confirm or strengthen the method, results, their explanations or research implications, and strategic hedges admitting to limitations in the research method, scope, knowledge and the study (testability). However, the overall frequency of strategic hedges is significantly higher in the English RAs, and there are several important differences between the percentages of some specific types of strategic hedges between the languages. The qualitative differences detected comprise the Russian authors’ aptitude for more frequent use of references to general opinion as compared to English authors, using one explanation for unclear results or phenomenon when admitting to a lack of knowledge, and preference for implicit over overt ways of acknowledging research limitations.

The current research has several implications. First, it could intensify linguists’ interest in strategic hedges and their cross-linguistic variation in academic discourse. Second, as hedging is acknowledged to be a clear source of cultural difference, this study is expected to deepen understanding of strategic hedging importance among ESP/EAP researchers and teachers, as well as to inspire them to create ESP/EAP courses which could take into account cross-linguistic variation of this type of hedging with the view of helping L2 learners avoid cross-cultural pragmatic failures stemming from their unawareness of the differences described.

There are several limitations of the research to be acknowledged. First, the results were drawn from comparatively small corpora, and therefore, cannot be claimed to be either precise or conclusive. The size of the corpora as well as the research methodology also accounts for the mainly descriptive character of the study. However, the research did not aim at providing a detailed quantitative analysis of frequencies of strategic hedges and their specific types in English- and Russian-medium articles in the domain; rather, its purpose was to offer a preliminary characterization of the most striking differences in their usage between the languages in this field. Further research could employ quantitative methods on larger corpora to test the results and to provide detailed quantitative research into frequencies of strategic hedging types in each of the languages for this or other domains. Frequencies of different types of strategic hedges and cross-linguistic differences of their usage could also be determined for rhetorical parts of RAs. Finally, by relying on cross-cultural research, future analysis could provide insights into the nature of cross-linguistic variation of strategic hedges.
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